LV20
Sequence Trains

Objective
The child will combine more than one idea by using complex sentences.

Materials
- Train Picture Puzzles (Activity Master)
- Extension: Blank Train Cars (Activity Master)

Activity
After teacher introduction, children will describe cause and effect, make predictions, and describe events in a sequence by putting together picture puzzles.

1. Set out 9 Train Picture Puzzle pieces face up on a flat surface.
2. Child one finds 3 pieces that fit together and describes the event (e.g., I woke up, got ready for school, then I rode the bus to school.)
3. Continue until all puzzle pieces are combined and described by the children.
4. Self check.

Adaptations and Extensions
- Choose a set of 3 pieces and predict what will happen next. Draw what will happen next on a 4th blank train car. Share with group/class.
Language and Vocabulary
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playground
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- Waking
- Bus
- School